Relations between baryon magnetic moments are derived which are independent of orbital corrections, relativistic corrections, and two-body exchange corrections (and generally any two-body correction) in the quark model, provided that the wave-function contributions leading to these corrections are SU{3)-symmetric. Among the relations derived are y( )+3p( 0)=6@,(A)+2@(Z+) -3p(p) -p(a) (independent of quark moments) and p(P) -p( ) =p(P)+2w(n) (if sip= -2@st).
I. INTRODUCTION HE quark model has been used to derive the SU(3) and SU(6) magnetic-moment relations' and also to investigate symmetry-breaking effects" on magnetic moments. Symmetry-breaking effects on .
magnetic moments are dificult to determine unambiguously strictly within a group framework. In the quark model, however, the quark moments can be taken to be independent parameters, which allows more freedom than in the pure symmetry scheme. However, the usual static-quark-model results depend on the neglect of a number of effects which may be important.
Although the agreement with experiment, thus far, is good, the situation remains one in which any future disagreement could be explained away by these "other effects. " In this paper we derive magnetic-moment relations for which orbital effects, relativistic effects, and exchange effects, the principal other effects, cancel out. 4 The results are relations that are weaker than those of the more restrictive models but would be more dificult to explain away. The new relations are used to predict the P' and ™m agnetic moments and the importance of measuring these moments is emphasized.
In Sec. II of this paper we discuss the assumptions of the usual quark model. In Sec. III, we weaken these assumptions and derive new quark-model relations.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we discuss our results.
IL QUARK-MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
In the quark model the SU(3) and SU(6) magneticmoment relations follow from three assumptions:
(1) Baryons are composed of three spin-tsquarks (P, X, and X, with charges 3 3 and -3, respectively, whose spins couple as if they were bosons. ' G. Morpurgo, Physics 2, 95 (1965) In the next section, we further weaken the quarkmodel assumptions by dropping most of assumption (2) and part of assumption (1).It is then still possible to derive some relations among baryon moments.
These relations are contained in those using the stronger assumptions, but they would be harder to break. and U= (XX,(P) V= ((PX,K), where the wave-function notation (q~q2, ga) We erst list the relations, Eqs. (9) - (12a), that follow from assumptions (1') and (2') and then show how they followfromtheprescription suggested byassumption (2').
We get the magnetic-moment relations (~+)+~(~) =2& (~'), (9) p(n)+p( ') =2p(U) = , 't 3p(A-)+p(Z') +2v3p(A. , Z')) (10) and P(p)+P(=) = 2P(V) = 2L3P(~)+P (&') -2v3p(h, z') j, (11) for the I-spin, U-spin, and V-spin triplets, respectively. These formulas have been shown previously"" to follow from conservation of the appropriate internal spin and an assumption about the form of the magneticmoment operator. Here this assumption is that the magnetic moment comes from quarks, independent of any assumption about quark moments themselves. One other relation that follows from assuming the same wave function for each baryon is
.( &+)+~( )+~(= ) =n(& )+.(p)+.(=-)
To illustrate how'assumption (2') leads to a complete cancellation of the quark contributions, we rewrite Eq.
"The explicit assumption of SU (3) 
where we have used experimental values to evaluate the right-hand side. Equation (13) is a quark-model prediction that is-independent of quark moments and of the corrections listed in assumption (2) to the extent that these corrections come from wave-function components that are SU(3)-symmetric. It relies only on assumptions (1') and (2').
'4It can, in fact, be shown by explicit calculation using Kq.
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